Finding effective therapeutic approaches for motor rehabilitation after stroke: Insights from a thematic analysis
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Abstract

Despite tremendous advances in the treatment and management of stroke, restoring motor and functional outcomes after stroke continues to be a major clinical challenge. Given the wide range of approaches used in motor rehabilitation, several commentaries have highlighted the lack of a clear scientific premise for different interventions as one critical factor that has led to suboptimal study outcomes. To examine this issue in greater detail, we conducted a thematic analysis of randomized controlled trials in stroke rehabilitation over a 2-year period from 2019-2020. Our results revealed three primary findings: (i) most studies did not provide an explicit rationale for why the treatment would be expected to work, (ii) there was not a close correspondence between the active ingredients mentioned versus the active ingredients measured in the study, and (iii) multimodal approaches that involved more than one therapeutic approach tended to be combined in an ad-hoc fashion, indicating the lack of a targeted approach. These results highlight the need for strengthening cross-disciplinary connections between basic science and clinical studies, and the need for structured development and testing of therapeutic approaches to find more effective treatment interventions.
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Introduction

With several recent Phase 3 clinical trials of motor rehabilitation for stroke showing no differences between the treatment and the control group\textsuperscript{1-3}, there is an urgent need to find more effective therapeutic interventions. A major challenge that has been highlighted in several recent commentaries\textsuperscript{4-10} is the need for interventions that are based on a targeted approach - i.e., interventions with a strong scientific premise and appropriate biological targets. Consistent with this observation, a recent review\textsuperscript{11} that examined approximately 194 randomized controlled trials from 1979 to 2013 found that only about 31\% of the trials described a clear rationale, and that the inclusion of a rationale was associated with increased odds of a positive finding.

The purpose of this review was to more closely examine the basis for current therapeutic approaches in stroke rehabilitation. We made two major changes to the approach adopted by the previous review\textsuperscript{11} - (i) we focused on recent articles in the last 2 years (2019-2020) to reflect more contemporary approaches to stroke rehabilitation, and (ii) in addition to a quantitative description (i.e., describing if a particular study mentioned a specific rationale), we used a thematic analysis to provide more fine-grained analysis of how therapies are designed and evaluated in studies. Specifically, we focused on three issues - (i) the scientific rationale for the therapeutic intervention, (ii) the active ingredients of the therapeutic intervention, and (iii) the characteristics of different therapeutic interventions and the link between different therapeutic interventions in multimodal approaches.

Methods

Study selection

Our selection process is described in Figure 1. We extracted studies published in a time span of 2 years (1 Jan 2019-31 Dec 2020) from PubMed with the keywords listed in Figure 1. From the initial list of 539 studies, we used the following inclusion criteria: (i) prospective studies that randomly assigned participants to groups, (ii) the presence of at least one “control” or “usual care” group, (iii) outcomes that focused on motor function, and (iv) primary research studies that described the intervention (i.e., not follow-up of prior intervention studies). Exclusion criteria were: (i) the use of a drug/pharmacological intervention, and (ii) the use of alternative/complementary therapies.
Figure 1. Flowchart of studies reviewed. Out of the 539 records retrieved from our original search, we used a total of 87 studies in the final analyses.
Data analysis

Descriptive parameters
We extracted the following parameters from each study - (i) demographic characteristics (age, time since stroke, and baseline motor function scores), (ii) intervention characteristics (upper or lower limb intervention, type of therapeutic intervention, and whether the intervention was multimodal), and (iii) study characteristics (sample size, and whether the result found a significant difference between the treatment and the control group in the primary outcome).

Thematic analysis

Scientific rationale
We examined if the paper provided an explicit scientific rationale for why the particular treatment would work. We used two criteria for deciding if there was an explicit scientific rationale: (i) there was a specific hypothesis or prediction sentence about the group comparison, and (ii) there was an associated scientific basis related to this hypothesis or prediction. When we judged a study to have an explicit scientific rationale, we also examined if there was mention of ‘basic science’ studies in the Introduction section- either animal studies or motor learning studies in unimpaired humans. We focused on these two categories specifically to address the issue of how knowledge from these fields impacted the rationale for stroke rehabilitation.

Active Ingredients
We generated a list of nine active ingredients commonly used in neurorehabilitation (Table 1). For each therapeutic intervention, we listed the active ingredients that were mentioned in the Introduction. In addition, we also examined how many of these active ingredients mentioned were measured in the paper either in the Methods or by using any specific dependent variable. For example, if terms such as the intensity of practice was mentioned in the Introduction, we classified it as the active ingredient “dose” and we also examined whether the intervention mentioned the number of repetitions or the time duration of therapy. Similarly, if the paper mentioned greater engagement using their therapy, we classified this under the “motivation” ingredient and examined if their dependent variables measured if participants indeed had greater engagement. Data visualization was performed using the ggplot2 package12.
Table 1. List of the most common active ingredients used in therapeutic interventions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Active Ingredient</th>
<th>“Rehab needs to...”</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dose</td>
<td>Be more intense</td>
<td>Intensity/time of therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation</td>
<td>Be more fun and engaging</td>
<td>Gaming, virtual reality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timing</td>
<td>Be done at the right time</td>
<td>Moving to acute phase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real-world</td>
<td>Be integrated into the real-world</td>
<td>Home-based/ telerehabilitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Movement</td>
<td>Elicit correct movements</td>
<td>Robotics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feedback</td>
<td>Provide the right information</td>
<td>Mirror therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neuroplasticity</td>
<td>Activate the right neural pathways</td>
<td>Brain stimulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task-oriented</td>
<td>Increase functional ability</td>
<td>Treadmill training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fitness</td>
<td>Increase movement capacity</td>
<td>Strength training</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Therapies
Based on our search results, we examined 11 types of therapeutic interventions – robotics, virtual reality (VR), mirror therapy, non-invasive brain stimulation (NIBS), electromechanical stimulation (EMS), bilateral training (Bilateral), functional therapy (function), fitness training (Fitness), sensory cueing (Cue), action observation therapy (AOT), and other. If a paper had a multimodal intervention (i.e., it used more than 1 type of therapeutic intervention), we examined the two main interventions in the intervention.

Results

Descriptive characteristics.

The average age of participants across studies was 60 ± 5 years. There was a wide variation in terms of time after stroke with about 45% of studies focusing on the ‘pre-chronic’ stage (i.e., prior to 6 months after stroke) (Figure 2A). Similarly, there was also a wide variation in terms of impairment as measured by the Fugl-Meyer score in studies involving the upper extremity, and gait speed in studies involving the lower extremity (Figure 2B-C). Most studies involved individuals with moderate impairments.

In terms of intervention characteristics, interventions tended to either focus exclusively on the upper (46%) or lower limb interventions (45%), with only a small number of studies focusing on the trunk or a combination (9%). The most common interventions were related to function (35%), robotics (26%), and virtual reality (25%) (Figure 2D). There was a relatively even split between studies that used multimodal therapy (45%) and those that focused on a single mode of therapy (55%) (Figure 2E).
Figure 2. Sample, intervention, and study characteristics. (A) Histogram of the time after stroke at which participants were enrolled at baseline. About 45% of studies were to the left of the vertical dotted line which indicates the 6-month period after which the stroke is classified as being in the ‘chronic’ stage. (B) Fugl-Meyer upper extremity (FM-UE) score and (C) Gait speed of participants at baseline. Dotted lines in both panels indicate the region where the impairment is considered ‘moderate’. (D) Histogram of the different types of interventions used. The total number exceeds the total number of studies because several studies had more than one type of intervention. (E) Distribution of unimodal and multimodal interventions. (F) Average sample size per group. (G) Distribution of studies based on the scientific rationale provided. A basic science rationale here was defined as being related to animal studies or human motor learning. NIBS = noninvasive brain stimulation; EMS = electromechanical stimulation; VR = virtual reality; Mirror = mirror therapy; Bilateral = bilateral training; Function = functional therapy; Fitness = fitness training; Cue = sensory cueing; AOT = action observation therapy.
Finally, in terms of study characteristics, we noticed that sample sizes were generally small (Median = 16, IQR = 9.5) (Figure 2F). However, despite the small sample size, a ‘positive’ result (i.e., the treatment group outperformed the control group on the primary outcome) was reported in 61% of studies.

**Thematic analysis**

**Scientific rationale**

Only 28% of studies mentioned an explicit scientific rationale for the therapeutic intervention. 8% mentioned ‘basic science’ studies in their rationale (either animal or motor learning studies) and the remaining 20% used other reasons (mostly prior work related to stroke rehabilitation) in their rationale (Figure 2G).

**Active ingredients**

Out of the identified list of ingredients, the most frequently mentioned ingredients were neuroplasticity (38%) and dose (33%), while the least frequently mentioned ingredients were timing (7%) and fitness (14%).

Most studies on average mentioned 2 ingredients, while they measured only 1 ingredient. When we examined the number of times an ingredient was mentioned versus the number of it was actually measured, there was a discrepancy between the two quantities (Figure 3A). A bigger discrepancy between the two quantities can be indicative of evidence that an ingredient is frequently mentioned as an important component of rehabilitation but not tested directly. In this regard, the biggest discrepancies were found for the neuroplasticity and motivation ingredients (Figure 3B).

![Figure 3. Analysis of active ingredients. (A) Number of active ingredients measured in the study vs. the number of ingredients mentioned in the Introduction section of the study. The diagonal line indicates the ‘identity’ line where the number of active ingredients measured is the same as the number of active ingredients mentioned. The fact that several studies are below this line indicates that there are ingredients that are mentioned in the Introduction but not measured. (B) Number of studies where a specific active ingredient was measured vs. mentioned in the Introduction. Ingredients like neuroplasticity and motivation that are significantly below the diagonal line indicate that they are frequently mentioned but rarely measured.](image-url)
Therapies

The active ingredients for different therapeutic interventions are shown in Figure 4. Although no intervention was exclusively associated with a single active ingredient, we found that the interventions varied a lot in terms of their specificity. For example, mirror therapy and NIBS were highly specific with most studies using these therapies mentioning mostly on one or two active ingredients, whereas function and electrical stimulation were at the other extreme with several active ingredients being mentioned across studies.

Figure 4. Ingredient analysis of different interventions. Within each plot, each bar represents a different active ingredient, and the length of the bar represents the percentage of studies using that therapy where that ingredient was mentioned. Some interventions have very high specificity in terms of the ingredients (e.g., NIBS and Mirror therapy) as indicated by a few dominant ingredients, while others have very low specificity (e.g., EMS and Function). NIBS = noninvasive brain stimulation; EMS = electromechanical stimulation; VR = virtual reality; Mirror = mirror therapy; bilateral = Bilateral training; Function = functional therapy; Fitness = fitness training; Cue = sensory cueing; AOT = action observation therapy.
When we examined the connection between the different therapies used in multimodal therapies (Figure 5), the largest interconnections were found between robotics and virtual reality (6 studies), and robotics and function (10 studies). However, there were almost links between all possible pairs of therapies, indicating that these combinations tend to be combined in an ad-hoc manner.

**Figure 5. Chord plot showing the interconnection between the different therapeutic interventions.** The perimeter of the circle is color coded by the different therapeutic interventions, with the length proportional to the number of studies using that therapy. Chords connecting two different therapies indicate the number of studies that uses a combination of both therapies. Unimodal therapies (i.e., studies that only use one type of therapy) are indicated by a self-directed link. Overall, the existence of links between almost all possible pairs of therapies indicates that these combinations tend to be combined in an ad-hoc manner. This plot was generated using the circlize package in R\(^3\). NIBS = noninvasive brain stimulation; EMS = electromechanical stimulation; VR = virtual reality; Mirror = mirror therapy; Bilateral = bilateral training; Function = functional therapy; Fitness = fitness training; Cue = sensory cueing; AOT = action observation therapy.
Discussion

The purpose of this review was to use a thematic analysis to examine the scientific rationale behind current therapeutic interventions, the active ingredients in these interventions, and the link between different therapeutic interventions. Our results showed three major findings - (i) a majority of studies did not provide an explicit rationale for why the treatment would be expected to work, (ii) although several active ingredients were mentioned for each therapy, there was not a close correspondence between the active ingredients mentioned versus those reported or measured in the study, and (iii) multimodal approaches that involved more than one therapeutic intervention tended to be combined in an ad-hoc manner, indicating the lack of a targeted approach. These are further discussed below.

Missing Rationale

Consistent with prior work \(^{11}\), our analysis indicated that studies often did not include an explicit rationale with a prediction of what their intervention was addressing. The rationale for the majority of studies highlighted a limitation of a prior study and/or the innovation of the current study but did not provide the full rationale for why the current intervention should be expected to work. Moreover we found, perhaps surprisingly, that there was little mention of links to ‘basic science’ studies (either animal or human motor learning studies), which is considered a key-feature especially in early phase trials\(^{10}\). This may reflect a bias in terms of citing some types of research, but also potentially indicates a breakdown in translating evidence from basic science studies to stroke rehabilitation.

Active Ingredients: Walking the talk?

When examining active ingredients, there were usually multiple active ingredients associated with each therapy. Depending on the type of therapy, these often ranged up to 5 active ingredients, which indicates that many studies tend to ‘cover all bases’ when justifying the intervention. This analysis was also evident in the analysis of the individual interventions where most therapies were associated with multiple active ingredients. Our view is that therapeutic interventions (at least in early phase studies) should have greater specificity in terms of the ingredients because greater specificity increases the chance that any differences in overall outcome can be attributed to a specific ingredient, which in turn opens the door for designing new therapies for larger trials.

Multimodal therapies tended to be even more mixed in terms of active ingredients, but with no specific patterns in terms of combining therapies. The ideal multimodal approach of two interventions A and B is one where there is a “synergistic” effect - i.e., the combined effect of A+B is greater than what can be obtained through A or B alone. However, identifying such combinations requires clear specification of the unique active ingredients of each therapy, and a rationale for why the combination of these two ingredients is critical for effective rehabilitation. The lack of such specific patterns once again highlights the lack of specificity in terms of the active ingredients of each therapy.

In addition, we also found poor correspondence between ‘mentioned ingredients’ and ‘measured ingredients’. This situation leads to the creation of “buzzword ingredients” - i.e., ingredients that are mentioned frequently, but where evidence is not accumulated towards testing their effect. For example, studies that mentioned neuroplasticity as an active ingredient of the therapy frequently did not
use any related direct neural measures of neuroplasticity (such as EEG, fMRI or TMS). Although neuroplasticity plays a critical role in recovery in some contexts, mentioning it as a general ingredient in all therapeutic interventions (or alternatively to use the term as a general phrase to indicate any type of recovery or learning) decreases the chances of understanding what effects are actually due to neuroplasticity.

**Recommendations for future research**

In light of these findings, we suggest three recommendations for future work in order to facilitate the search for effective therapeutic interventions.

**Need for better dialog between basic science and clinical interventions**

The lack of rationale highlights the need for a tighter link between rationale mentioned and the actual intervention delivered. Although stroke rehabilitation is a complex process where understanding the role of different ingredients may not always be direct, attempting to identify and uncover the effects of these ingredients is critical from a scientific perspective. For example, there have been controversies even with some of the most well-established active ingredients like the dosage of practice\textsuperscript{13–16}. This is partly because even when the evidence from studies in animal models is robust, translating the work from animal models into humans is non-trivial and requires careful attention to many factors\textsuperscript{7}.

Another important piece in the translational pipeline is motor learning studies in unimpaired humans. These studies are especially critical for certain active ingredients (such as motivation or feedback), where reliance on animal models may not be optimal\textsuperscript{17}. However, while there is agreement that “principles of motor learning” form a basis for effective neurorehabilitation practice\textsuperscript{18–22}, there tends to be a large gulf between experiments in motor learning (which are largely focused on single-day experiments with well-controlled laboratory tasks) and real-world stroke rehabilitation. Therefore, while it is important that clinical researchers increase their awareness of motor learning research, it is also equally critical for motor learning researchers to bridge this gap in experimental paradigms for more effective translational research.

**Measurement and evaluation of the effect of active ingredients**

Once active ingredients of a specific intervention are identified, there should be close alignment with direct measurement of the effects of these active ingredients. Similar to the need for ‘modality-specific’ outcome measures\textsuperscript{23} (for e.g., using motor-specific outcomes for motor rehabilitation), outcome measures should also be ‘ingredient-specific’ and directly relate to the active ingredient proposed. Depending on the type of active ingredient, these may include measurements both ‘during’ the intervention (e.g., to evaluate whether training with VR increases motivation) or at the ‘end’ of the intervention (e.g., to evaluate whether an intervention causes neural plasticity). By tracking these ingredient-specific measures separately from the overall outcome of the intervention, different decisions can be made from both trials where the intervention ‘worked’ and those that did not, as highlighted in Table 2.
Table 2. The decision matrix for subsequent course of action depends on two factors – whether the therapy ‘worked’ (i.e., in terms of the outcome), and whether the measure of the active ingredient changed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure of active ingredient</th>
<th>Therapy “worked”</th>
<th>Therapy did not work</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>changed</td>
<td>Continue further testing</td>
<td>Increase dose of active ingredient/Search for new intervention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>did not change</td>
<td>Measure of active ingredient may be inadequate/Look for alternative mechanism</td>
<td>New implementation of therapy required</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 also highlights an important aspect of why measurement and evaluation of active ingredients is critical. Rather than serve as “post-hoc” explanations of findings, addressing these issues in early-phase pre-clinical trial stage can help narrow down the optimal decision at the end of a trial. For example, if the active ingredient changed but there was no effect on overall outcome, there are two potential decisions to be made - (i) continue with the therapy, but increase the dosage of the ingredient, or (ii) switch to a different therapy. This decision can be made more effectively if there are already prior dose-response studies indicating whether the dosage of the active ingredient was sufficient to induce any change in motor function.

It is also worth noting two points that we did not consider in our current review. First, measuring the effects of some types of active ingredients require more than simply adding ingredient-specific dependent variables. Instead, assessing these active ingredients may require fundamental changes to the experimental design itself, such as the addition of separate control groups. For example, a trial focusing on ‘timing’ as an active ingredient (i.e., starting rehabilitation in the acute or subacute phases of stroke) may not only need a measure of the time when rehabilitation was started, but also need appropriate control groups to measure the effect of timing – i.e., separating spontaneous biological recovery from the effects due to the early intervention. Second, greater specificity when reporting ingredients is also critical – for example, while most studies reported the dosage of the intervention in terms of the overall number of sessions and the time per session, ‘dose’ is a multidimensional construct which requires information about parameters such as session density, task difficulty and intensity. Therefore, developing guidelines and reporting standards for the active ingredients is an important step to better understand their effects on recovery.

Improving overall general study quality

Finally, our review indicated that the study population used in these studies was characterized by small sample sizes and people with mild-to-moderate impairments. These highlight two potential issues - first, many rehabilitation interventions currently address a small fraction of the stroke population. For example, the recruitment rate for most large Phase 3 clinical trials tends to be smaller than 10% of the screened population. While it is inevitable that some types of therapies require a certain degree of motor function, this also suggests the need to find more therapies that are applicable to a wider population.
Second, the small recruitment also raises the issue of sample size, with a median of 16/group in our review, with ~75% of studies being under 20. For comparison, in the VA ROBOTICS trial\(^1\), the comparison between the experimental group and the usual care group (powered to detect a large effect size of Cohen’s d of 1 at 90% power), required a sample size of 23/group. Although some of these may be mitigated by using specific strategies such as stratification at baseline, the sample sizes needed for most studies typically exceed these numbers, sometimes by an order of magnitude\(^27\). As mentioned in several commentaries\(^28,29\), low sample size not only decreases statistical power but also increases the risk of false positives. Therefore, even though the estimate in review of positive trials is around 60%, the inflation in false positive rate due to the small sample sizes make it unclear as to what proportion of these trials have a true positive effect. This points to the need for larger sample sizes even in early phase trials for determining which therapeutic interventions might have the most promise in large scale trials.

In conclusion, our review highlights several factors that currently limit the ability to find effective treatments for stroke rehabilitation. While it is important to acknowledge the barriers and challenges associated with running clinical trials in neurorehabilitation\(^30\), we believe that the issues posed here further highlight the need to coordinate resources, design and run more informative studies, which will eventually pave the way for a more optimal search for effective interventions.
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